
Global Voices

Global Voices offers different academic
skillshops throughout the quarter, which
cover topics that will equip you to be
successful.  The program also offers
cultural skillshops opened to the entire
Life community, that provide
opportunities to learn about different
cultures. 

Academic & Cultural Skillshops

Bilingual Academic Support
Professionals
Through one-on-one strategic meetings
you will have the opportunity to develop
new strategies, build existing skills, and
figure out how you are uniquely "wired"
in order to maximize your learning
experience. 

(678) 331-4520 

GlobalVoices@Life.edu

@lifeuacademicsupport

Tutoring (undergraduate) or
Supplemental Instruction/SI (DC)
sessions are available from designated
student leaders who provide support to
help to integrate on how-to-learn with
what-to-learn.

Global Voices SI/ Tutors

Let's Chat! 

OUR SERVICES

Cultural events are planned and offered
throughout the quarters to create
awareness within the community while
allowing networking opportunities with
other members of the community.

Cultural Events 

scan this



BILINGUAL ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROFESSIONAL

"Global Voices has helped me to use other
methods of study, to better understand the
material of the class and thus improve my
grades." "Improve grades and better

understand class material."

"It helps me to be more
confident in my classes."

Dr. Andrea M. Diaz Rivera
Serves UG, MS & DC students

My name is Andrea Diaz Rivera, DC. I was born and raised in San
Juan, Puerto Rico. After completing my BS in Chemistry and
working in the pharmaceutical industry, I decided to follow my
passion of helping and serving others out of a sense of abundance.
In 2012, I decided to start my path at Life U as a DC student and
found myself helping my peers to reach their fullest potential
academically and loved every second of it. Three years later, I
graduated with honors with a DC degree, I started my own
practice and was offered the opportunity to work at Life U as a
Bilingual Academic Support Professional. In this position, I help
students to find a sense of belonging and achieve success through
their journey. 

Connecting with current local and
international student leaders who can
be a bridge to getting more acclimated
to the our university.

Navigate the journey of moving to a
new country and state. 

Know the resources available for you to
achieve academic success.  

Provide a safe space for students,
where they can share their cultural,
language, and ethnic backgrounds,
while fostering a sense of belonging
within the community. 

Global Voices is a student-centered
academic support program, that offers
resources, tools for personal growth
experiences, and sponsors cultural events
for all students. The objective is to guide
international and non-native, English
speaking students towards achieving their
academic, cultural transition and
leadership goals as they join Life
University's community by: 

 

Who We are


